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An enthusiastic group of members did a tour of heritage Parramatta on 28 June. Story inside.

Meetings and Speakers
Thursday 13 July 2017
Launch of History Awards then
Gillian Lewis, National Maritime Museum
The Life of Bligh

Thursday 10 August 2017
Graham Wilcox, Author
The Struggle for Unity, The
Federation of Australia

Meeting starts at 2pm in the School of Arts, Bowns Rd/Queens Ave Kogarah with the
launch. This will be followed by afternoon tea and then the speaker. No business meeting
this month. Apologies for non-attendance at meetings should go to the Secretary, Gill Whan
(9546 4623). Visitors welcome.
Find us on Facebook

Mondays at the Museum
24 July 2017

Wendy Cornish – the 100th anniversary of the Windsors
Welcome back to Wendy Cornish, one of our most popular speakers. This time her topic is a
right Royal one - The 100th anniversary of the Windsors. Bring along your Union Jack and
join us at 10 am for morning tea in the courtyard. We will stay outside for the speaker if
weather permits, then as always you can check out the museum. Cost is $5 which covers
morning tea and a chance to win a lucky door prize. Bookings essential as space is limited
and it helps with catering. To reserve your place please ring Adele Ryan on 9529 6730 or
leave a message on her answering machine.

Sunday Museum Roster
Opening hours 1pm–4pm. (winter hours)

2nd
9th
16th
23rd
30th

July 2017
Carole Tier & Ken Grieve
Mavis Ward & Betty Reynolds
Betty Goodger & Pat Young
Warren & Irene Selmon
Cath & Leo Sullivan

th

6
13th
20th
27th

August 2017
Wendy Agzarian & Elaine Filewood
Adele Ryan & Joe Spinelli
Betty Goodger & Gill Whan
Warren & Irene Selmon

Problems: If you need to exchange days with someone, please try to do so amongst
yourselves, otherwise contact Wendy Agzarian (9774 3667)

Committee 2017 (*denotes Executive)
Beverley Earnshaw

President:*
Vice President:*

Pat Young

Ph: 9546 1091
Ph. 9593 1898

Secretary :*
OfficerOfficer
Treasurer:*

Gill Whan
Cath Sullivan

Ph: 9546 4623
Ph: 9579 6149

Public Officer*

Gill Whan

Ph: 9546 4623

Committee Members: Wendy Agzarian, Beryl Butters (Life member), Trudy Johns (Life
member), Glynn Pulling, Robert McGarn, Rodger Robertson, Adele Ryan, Mavis Ward.
Committee Meeting Venues:
10 July 2 pm Gill Whan, 11 Dewrang St, Carss Park (9546 4623)
7 Aug 2 pm Pat Young, 25 Culver Street, Monterey (9593 1898)
11 Sept 2 pm Beverley Earnshaw, 15 Hamer St, Kogarah Bay (9546 1091)

Welcome
Kogarah’s Amazing Achievers
New Members:
Photo Nurse
Sister Penelope
Frater – War

Gwen Coxhead
Evelyn Webster
& Jeff Hegarty
Guilty
oropening
Innocent?
The
official
of the

Carss Park reserve as a
public recreation area took
place on Anniversary Day,
January 26, 1924, and almost
immediately there was a
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Edna Borserini
Kogarah’s Opera Singer
By Beverley Earnshaw
Borserini is a splendid name for an opera singer. It evokes images of the grand opera houses
of Europe and of the equally renowned performances given there. However, Kogarah’s opera
singer, Edna Borserini, was Australian born, as was her father, James Dymor Borserini, a
leading citizen in Kogarah’s past.
James Dymor Borserini was born in 1875 in Victoria to parents, Luigi Borserini and
Jane Ann Ratcliff. In 1907 he married Rosa Marie Hansen. They moved to Parramatta and
James, being a confectioner by occupation, opened a store on Parramatta Road, Auburn. They
had two daughters, Edna, born on January 12, 1911 and Enid, born in 1913.
In 1922 James Dymor Borserini moved to Kogarah where he bought the old Kogarah
Hotel building on the corner of English Street and Princes Highway and registered it as a shop
and dwelling. He stood for Kogarah Council in the 1922 elections, but failed. His election
plank was that he was a manufacturer and hoped to see the district in the front rank of both
residence and production.
The family threw
themselves into every aspect
of Kogarah’s community
life. Young Enid and her
friends organized a cat show
at the residence and two
years later ran a back yard
bazaar in aid of charity.
In May 1929 the elder
daughter, Edna, attended a
Fancy Dress Ball held for the
Oatley District Amateur
Swimming Club dressed as
IXL Jam. Shortly after this, a
meeting was called at the
Kogarah School of Arts to
establish a Kogarah Younger
Set. Its aims were to raise
money for local Charities
Kogarah’s Younger Set
Anne Soughan (top left), Edna Borserini (top right), Anne Peters (centre)
and bring the young people
Kitty Soughan (bottom left),Edna Spinks (lower right)
of the district together.
Edna was a founding member and within two months the group had organized its first
ball in aid of St.George District Hospital. The event held at Kogarah School of Arts was a
resounding success with 200 people in attendance. James Borserini, Edna’s father, was the
Master of Ceremonies and music was provided by Miss Rosenthall’s Orchestra.
In those days the St.George Roller Rink in Derby Street, Kogarah, organized Saturday
entertainments to raise money for charity. In November 1929 the program featured roller
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races. Edna threw herself into this challenge and won her heat, covering one mile in one
minute 37 seconds.
In November 1931, at the age of 20, Edna entered the St.George Soccer Queen
Competition, but when the winner was announced at Kogarah Masonic Hall she was only the
runner up but as such was presented with an inscribed clock.
Meanwhile, Edna was showing great promise as a singer. She had studied music at
St.Josephs Convent, Rockdale, passing her exams with honours and her dream was to become
an opera singer. She was always stylishly dressed and was known for her flamboyant hats
which she made herself. At her place of employment, The Australian Taxation Office, she
was the founder of the Taxation Musical and Dramatic Society and as one of its leading
singers was a soloist in a Review held at the Savoy Theatre in Bligh Street, Sydney. By 1933
she was competing in the City of Sydney Eisteddfod for operatic honours.
To raise funds to support her musical career, she gave recitals at Sunnyside, home of
the McWilliam family on Princes Highway. But her burning ambition to sing opera was
interrupted on January 5, 1936 when she married Mr Joseph Bowden, Manager of the Kings
Theatre, Bega. After the ceremony at Trinity Church, Millers Point, and a reception at David
Jones, she moved to her new home at Bega.
Joseph Bowden changed jobs. He was an aviator and went to work for the Flying
Doctor Service. He lived at the Freemasons Hotel, Broken Hill and although Edna used to
visit him there, she refused to join him and stayed with her parents at Kogarah.
When World War II broke out Edna threw herself into the work of the Lord Mayor’s
Patriotic Fund and in 1944 her husband filed for divorce. In his petition published in the Truth
Newspaper he claimed that his wife was “meeting a lot of society lasses and going to cocktail
parties and different functions two or three times a week. I did not like the habits my wife was
developing”. In her flat he had seen “strange objects” such as an American wireless. She was
ordered to return to her husband within 28 days but did not go.
After the war she set off for Britain with the hope of fulfilling her ambition to sing
opera. On her passport she gave her occupation as “opera singer” and was fortunate to be
accepted into the chorus of an opera company. On July 22, 1947 she married a wealthy and
aristocratic archaeologist, Jonathan Linnell
(also known as John Ernest Linnell), master
of a 700 year old mansion in Kent.
They frequently visited Australia and
in 1957 the passenger record of the MV Port
Lyttleton outward bound for Australia shows
Edna Rosemarie Linnell as an opera singer
and her husband, John Ernest Linnell, as an
archaeologist.
Jonathan Linnell died in 1980 leaving
Edna a wealthy but childless widow. She
took up transcendental meditation, performing it faithfully twice a day. She became a devotee
of the Indian Maharishi and formed close friendships with The Beatles, Mia Farrow and other
celebrities. At this time she had retired from the opera and taken up her husband’s profession
of archaeology.
Even before she died she set up The Edna Linnell Charitable Trust principally
supporting the Maharishi Foundation and also other UK Registered Charities. The trust still
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operates throughout England and Wales and provides buildings, facilities and open space for
charitable purposes, religious activities, education and training to children and young people,
voluntary bodies and mankind.
One of her principal endowments was to the Maharishi School UK which runs on the
principle “The World is my Family” and provides education for pupils of different abilities
between the ages of 4 and 16 emphasizing the benefits of Conscious Based Education. Here,
transcendental meditation is a large part of the curriculum and in the year 2014 interest from
the Edna Linnell Legacy generated £9000 towards the school’s income. As specified by Edna
much of this was to provide funding to cover the costs of teaching transcendental meditation
and consciousness based education.
After the death of James Dymor Borserini, ownership of the old hotel building at
Kogarah had been transferred to Edna in 1960. She continued her return visits to Australia to
visit her relatives and inspect her property.
Edna Linnell (nee Borserini) died on January 6, 1999 at her home, Dukes Place,
Mereworth Road, West Peckham, Kent and her Australian assets passed to her relatives.


Trivia Quiz
From Rodger Robertson
Quiz on the History of Oatley. (You should know all these after Rodger’s talk to the Society in May)
1. The year James Oatley came to Sydney was during which Governor’s time in
NSW?
2. The name of the railway station at Oatley in 1885 was?
3. Who purchased the James Oatley’s Grant in 1881?
4. The street names in East Oatley are named after which identity- they are the
Christian names?
5. Oatley Public School started its operations in what famous Oatley Structure that
was used for many other community needs?
6. The main shopping centre of Oatley is called ……..Street?
7. When was the Oatley Amateur Swimming Club formed and where does it operate
today?
8. Where is the James Oatley memorial?
9. When did the Oatley railway platform move and why?
10. Oatley Parks first name was ……………. Park?
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A Treasure from the Museum
The Edison Home Phonograph
Recently a number of volunteers from our Society ventured into the roof area of Carss
Cottage Museum to investigate the long forgotten objects and artefacts which had been stored
there for decades. Here, from the dim and dusty recesses we unearthed the unusual, the
interesting and sometimes the downright useless. One of our most delightful surprises came
with the unwrapping of an Edison Home Phonograph, complete with its transfer printed
cover, but without the horn.
The phonograph was a popular source of home entertainment from about 1896, before
the days of radio, television or cinema. The sound emanated from a needle passing over a wax
cylinder.
Since 1877 Thomas Edison had been experimenting with a
machine that would reproduce vocal messages. When finally such a
machine was assembled, he tested it by speaking the nursery rhyme
“Mary had a Little Lamb” into the mouthpiece. When the words
came back, no one was more surprised than he. The patent on this
first phonograph was issued on February 19, 1878.
However, this amazing new contraption had its drawbacks.
The first was the cylinder’s short playing time of only 2 minutes. The
second was that no mass method of duplicating the cylinders existed
and performers had to repeat their performances as each individual
cylinder was made. This made the process very time consuming and expensive.
Thomas Edison suspended work on the phonograph while he concentrated on
inventing the incandescent electric light bulb. Finally when the bulb was securely patented in
1880, he resumed work on the phonograph.
The Edison Phonographic Company was
formed in 1887 and he introduced his “new
improved” phonograph in 1888. The Edison Home
Phonograph, which is what we have in the
museum, first appeared in 1897. Machines
produced at this time were the first to carry the
distinctive Edison label. Its standard cylinder was
4.25 inches long and 2.18 inches in diameter and
played at 120 rpm. Edison advertised cylinders
featuring a variety of selections including marches,
sentimental ballads, coon songs, hymns, comic monologues and descriptive specialties which
offered sound re-enactments of events. A process for mass producing sound on the cylinders
was discovered in 1891, making them considerably cheaper.
Meanwhile, the reproduction of sound on ‘discs’ had begun. The two minute wax
cylinder could not compete with the newly invented ‘discs’ which could offer up to four
minutes of play time. In 1912 and 1913 Edison’s two rival companies abandoned the
production of cylinder machines, leaving the market entirely to Edison. Edison introduced the
Blue Amberol Record, an unbreakable cylinder which produced the best sound yet heard on a
recording. The phonograph in Carss Cottage Museum is fitted with one of these.
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Even when Edison changed to the
manufacture of disc phonographs in 1913
he did not desert his cylinder customers and
continued to make Blue Amberol Cylinders
until the company closed in 1929.
It would therefore seem that our
Edison Home Phonograph in the museum
was manufactured before 1913, perhaps
even as early as 1898, and is fitted with a
Inside the Edison phonograph
Blue Amberol Cylinder. It will be featured
in the museum’s next exhibition which will be on Sound.
Beverley Earnshaw


A small boy’s memories
It was a very rainy day when we walked to the pavilion in the Strand where we were to see
the future King and Queen on their way to the Cathedral for the Coronation. I was six years
old. As it happened they were in the closed coach, not the open carriage, so we only caught a
glimpse of them.
The most upsetting aspect of the day was
that our cushions had been soaked with the
overnight rain and were full of water which
squished each time we sat on them.
It was 12 May 1937 and the occasion
was the Coronation of George the VI as King of
England. After an interminable period the
coaches returned but they were still in the closed
carriage and finally we were free to go. It was a
long day for a little boy but it was not over yet.
We walked down to Buckingham
Palace and waited outside the railings for a
long time until Mum went to get something
to eat. We waited forever for Mum to
return and by this time I had climbed onto
the stone parapet of the railings and was
very tired and hungry. I didn’t want the
King, I didn’t want the Queen, I just
wanted my mother!
Eventually the ‘Royals’ came out
onto the balcony and I still remember it vividly, particularly the two little Princesses.
Frank Young
Editor’s note: Frank’s memories seem particularly relevant as we are having a talk on the Windsors at
MAM on 24 July.
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Kogarah Historical Society

Local History Awards 2018
Chris Minns MP will launch our inaugural Local History Awards at the monthly
meeting on Thursday 13 July. By establishing these awards we hope to encourage the
research and recording of events in the district’s past.
Three prizes each of $500 will be offered for essays on any aspect of the history of
Kogarah and surrounding areas including environmental heritage, built heritage, events
and personalities.
The closing date for entries is not until 8 March 2018 so we all
have plenty of time to research/interview/write. Essays can be
up to 3000 words.
Terms and Conditions
1. Entries must be in English, unpublished, and be the original
work of the entrant.
2. Word length is not restricted, but preferably should not
exceed 3000 words.
3. Entries should give references and captioned illustrations are encouraged.
4. Copyright remains with the author, but Kogarah Historical Society reserves the right
to publish winning entries in our newsletter and place selected entries on our Website.
5. Entries must be typed on A4 size pages, presented loose leaf, unbound or by electronic
PDF.
6. Entries should be sent to The Secretary, Kogarah Historical Society, PO Box 367,
Kogarah, 1485, be handed in at our monthly meeting or emailed to
info@kogarah.historicalsociety.com.au. Entries must be in the hands of the receiving
officer by 8 March 2018.
Eligibility to Submit
The award is open to all persons over the age of 15 years and welcomes submissions
from members and non-members, residents and non-residents of Kogarah. Professional
writers are excluded from entering.
Judging
1. Three prizes each of $500 will be awarded.
2. A judging committee of 3 persons will select the winners. The judges’ decision shall
be final.
3. No entries will be returned and submitted essays will be housed, catalogued and
indexed by our Local Studies Library.
4. Presentation of prizes will take place at the Society’s meeting on 14 June 2018.
Further Inquiries can be made to Beverley Earnshaw Ph: 9546 1091 or Gill Whan Ph: 9546 4623
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Memories of Sans Souci
Mr Aggett always led the procession, seated majestically on his huge white mount. Fete
day at Sans Souci School was always a very exciting part of my school days, especially the
procession. Rocky Point Road was closed off as we all assembled at Ramsgate, excitement
building as we got ready to march the mile or so to the school.
Floats carrying an assortment of themes were prepared for weeks before, usually on
the back of trucks supplied by local businesses. Sporting themes, replica school rooms, fun
themes, or businesses advertising their wares all added to the enchantment of the day.
We all decorated our bikes, weaving crepe paper in and out of the spokes and making
streamers to tie to our handle bars. Pieces of cardboard, pegged to the forks to flip around in
the spokes, amused us immensely. One year we painted our straw hats in brilliant colours
from old tins of paint salvaged from under benches in our father’s shed.
Sporting groups in their uniforms, scouts and brownies, guides, junior Red Cross, all
proudly wearing their uniforms and representing their respective groups added colour to the
event. Crowds lined the streets for the entire route, some patriotically waving Australian
flags. The procession terminated in the quadrangle, where the fete was officially opened.
Sans Souci peninsular was quiet back in those days, the only traffic occurring each
hour when the punt from Sans Souci to Taren Point transported six cars, then nothing for the
next hour. The processions petered out with the opening of Captain Cook Bridge, the logistics
too difficult to orchestrate with the now constant stream of traffic.
Many years later, when my children were attending the same school, the Centenary of
Education prompted the re-enactment of the previous procession. It took many meetings to
gain permission from the various establishments, but finally, permission was granted and the
show was on.
Many of the previous themes were repeated, more sporting groups now, but still the
decorated bikes and groups of school children
enjoying the festivities.
Our family, three generations, all dressed in
period costume participated in the procession,
gaining a place on the front page of the Leader
Newspaper. Four generations of my husbands’
family had attended Sans Souci School.
Tears were shed as I tried to ice a slab cake
in the appropriated colours of red, white and blue,
to be cut as part of the official proceedings. Icing colours in my day were more primitive than
today and attaining the depth of colour proved really difficult.
My efforts were rewarded when my old third class teacher, Mrs Brett, now in her
nineties, cut the cake and recalled the night when my dad, an off duty ambulance man,
actually saved her son’s life when he had a motorbike accident near our home.
Urbanisation has killed off many of those small joys and changed the face of our
sleepy little peninsular forever.
Streets are now bare of those hordes of kids riding their bikes, building forts and
cubby houses, replaced by huge homes, built fence to fence with occupants disappearing
behind locked doors, seldom knowing their neighbours. Is this progress I ask myself?
Yvonne Hawkins
Editor: Thanks Yvonne for sharing your memories with us.
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Then and Now
Not long ago, our Society mounted an exhibition at Carss Cottage featuring photos of
Kogarah ‘Then and Now’.
One book in our collection is The New South Wales Municipal Directory and Local
Government Blue Book for 1891-2 listing all the then municipalities and shires in New South
Wales, and it tells the situation THEN in 1891!
The entry for Kogarah, though spread over two pages, occupies only about the space
of one page. It tells us that Kogarah was proclaimed a municipal district on 22 December
1885 and defines the boundaries as “Commencing at the intersection of the Illawarra Railway
Line with the north shore of the Georges River, bounded thence by the railway to its
intersection with Harrow roads, thence by that road to Rocky Point Road, thence by that road
to Georges River and thence by that river upwards to the point of commencement.”
Elections were held in January of 1886 and Kogarah was divided into three wards,
East, West and Middle and the nine aldermen are named.
The Directory comments: “ Kogarah is a comparatively new township on the Illawarra
Line . It does not yet command any great amount of business, except for residents, many of
whom have nice houses, and visitors from Sydney, the latter changing at this station for the
seaside resorts of Sandringham and Sans Souci.”
When our exhibition was on display, Kogarah was still a municipality, divided into
four wards, North, East, West and Middle, each electing three aldermen, making a total of
twelve. Far from “not commanding any great amount of business”, Kogarah is the base for
two hospitals and specialist medical care for the St George district and indeed the South
Coast, and has high schools and TAFE to cater for vocational training.
NOW Kogarah is part of Georges River Council, amalgamated with the former
Hurstville City Council. It has five wards and in September will elect 15 Councillors to
represent this much enlarged area.
B. Goodger

What’s on!
Are you bewildered by new technology, not getting the best out of your smart phone (probably
handed down from an offspring) Kogarah Community Services are running workshops to help
you on 3 and 10 August, 10.30 am – 12.30 pm at the Kogarah Community Hub, 49 English Street,
Kogarah. Cost $10. Bookings: Ph: 9587 6622.
Royal Australian Historical Society: 12 July, 10.30 am – 12.30 pm. Tour of Australian
Galleries at the Art Gallery of NSW. Leader, Donna Newton. Cost $12. Bookings: Ph: 9247 8001
Historic Houses Association: Scots on the Rocks, with Jan Morice & Andrew Starr. The
surprising history of the first fifty years of the colony on the Rocks – stories of strong women and
three Scotsmen, products of the Scottish Enlightenment, who played an important role in the
colony. Saturday 5 August 10am-12.30 pm. Members $35, General $45, includes morning tea.
Bookings: Ph: 9252 5554 or online www.hha.net.au
Music at Twilight Concert: 2 August, 7 pm in the St George Bank Auditorium. Queenie van
der Zandt in Cabaret. Bookings through Council’s customer service or on-line.
State Library of NSW: Three lectures by Paul Brunton on Phillip Parker King, the first
internationally renowned Australian. Title of series Finding islands of my own – 16, 23 and 30
August from 11am – 12noon. Per lecture $20 Friends/Guests $28 or full series $55/75.
Bookings: Ph: 9273 1414.
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John Ernest Linnell – Archaelogist
Husband of Edna Borserini – Linnell
John Ernest Linnell, born August 12, 1890, husband of Edna Borserini, was a celebrity in his
own right. He was a member of a small team working with Sir Leonard Woolley, who was
considered to be one of the most important figures in the history of archaeology. Woolley was
born in 1879 and had experience in digs in Egypt, Nubia and the upper Euphrates. His
methodical documentation of the sites set new standards and Linnell was very much a part of
this new field of learning
In 1922 Woolley began the famous dig at Ur in Mesopotamia which was a landmark
in archaeology. Close to what is now the modern city of Baghdad the team discovered the
ancient Sumerian city of Ur of the Chaldees, the biblical city of Abraham, and undertook
excavations which lasted for the next 12 years. By 1924 they had uncovered “The Great
Ziggurat” and as their 250 employed labourers dug deeper they exposed arched doorways and
courtyards. An inscription revealed the building had been dedicated to the Moon God, Nanna,
by King Amar-Su’en just before 2000 BC. A photograph taken in 1924 shows the team, John
Linnell (left), Katherine Keeling (later
Woolley), C. Leonard Woolley and Fr.
Leon Legrin at the excavated site.
A craze for archaeology swept
Britain and news of each new discovery
was excitedly devoured. Woolley’s report
in 1927 that he had discovered evidence
of the biblical flood of Noah’s time
caused a sensation. (This has later been
discredited by some scholars). The team
unearthed about 1800 graves among
which were 16 tombs which had very special and valuable objects in them. As their
discoveries were reported all over the world, archaeologists were elevated to celebrity status.
However, the discoveries at Ur were eclipsed by the discovery by Howard Carter of
the tomb of Tutankhamun in 1922. Interest in the discoveries in Egypt far surpassed interest
in the ancient Sumerian civilization.
A few years later, Woolley took on another young assistant, Max Mallowan, the
husband of Agatha Christie which poses the question -- Did the wives of these two renowned
archaeologists, Edna Borserini and Agatha Christie know each other?
Beverley Earnshaw


Exploring Parramatta Heritage
Numerous archaeologists are currently excavating areas of heritage Parramatta prior to
possible/probable development. Our group was glad that we were doing this trip before any
development takes place and increasingly amazed and angry that the historical value of such
places is not appreciated and valued by the ‘powers that be’. Our guide, Judith Dunn, was a fount
of knowledge and we learned a great deal about the early days particularly as they affected
convict women. The tragic circumstances of these women were highlighted but Judith managed
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to also bring humour to her talk and kept us interested, entertained and also well fed. It was a
long day for some but all agreed that it had been a great day.
Our first visit was to Parramatta Lake Reserve, site of the town’s original water supply. The dam
completed in 1856 was only the second structure of its time to have a curved wall (and is now
heritage listed) but once the wall was completed the coffers were bare and Parramatta was not
connected to its water supply for another 25 years. People came with wooden barrels or even
buckets to collect their water. Now the reserve is a popular picnic and swimming spot. (not in
current temperatures)
We stopped and looked at Parramatta Gaol which has been empty for 4 years. Its future is
uncertain. There were tantalising glimpses of the Governor’s residence and the chapel inside and
the gloomy lookout towers on the outside wall. Next stop was the precinct containing the Female
Factory and the old Cumberland Hospital.

The Female Factory which became
the Lunatic Asylum (above) Dining
Hall (open) in right hand photo.
Convict bricks, lower right –
building designed by Greenway.
Convicts marked each block as their
own – note a +on one, different
finish on others..

Convict women had a hard time. On arrival, they were
assigned to men as servants, many married, marriage was seen as a calming influence on men.
Those not assigned came to the Female Factory. Women could only keep their children until
the age of 3 then they went to the Orphans school. Those sent to the precinct for a crime in
the colony had their heads shaved to identify them and did hard labour such as rock breaking.
Judith pointed out the hardships but also that this was the first women’s health service.
Lunch was welcome and then it was on to Elizabeth Farm to hear about the Macarthurs and
the Swanns. Fascinating history. The house is a ‘hands on’ museum, everything can be
touched. The children must love the experience of visiting here.

Entry from verandah (centre). Elizabeth’s East verandah overlooking her English
garden. Drawing room (left). (If only I had more space)
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